HYDRAULIC CHOKES SERVICES

Stuart Pressure Control offers a variety of hydraulic chokes to fit a wide range of customer applications. Piston or worm-gear actuated hydraulic chokes are available in either 1.5" or 2" trim sizes with pressure ratings up to 15,000 PSI. The hydraulic chokes provided by Stuart are designed to withstand high flow rates and abrasive material exiting the well bore.

Configurations are customizable to adjust to the ever-changing nature of the Oil & Gas industry. Stuart recognizes that customers have a need to accommodate different wells based on pressure, specific job type and well history.

Smart Command Centers
Stuart Pressure Control offers command centers to operate hydraulic chokes and/or hydraulic valves from a remote location away from pressurized zones. The new Smart Command Centers allow our customers to see real time pressure, tank level and flow rates from a monitor and digital/analog gauges inside the cabin. Your company representative can monitor this information from any area on the job site using a handheld electronic device. Stuart also has the ability to provide well data electronically to customers after operations have been completed. Adding this control center to your operation allows complete transparency from anywhere on the job site, which increases safety and mitigates the potential for accidents to occur.

Depending on job application and customer requests, these chokes can be fitted to the following equipment also provided by Stuart:

- **Gate Valve Manifolds**
- **Single Barrel Plug Catchers** (ID or OD Catch)
- **Dual Barrel Plug Catchers** (ID or OD Catch)
- **Sand Separators**